
 

 

 

product warranty card  
name         model                          manufact     buy date 

   date         

  

 

Company name:                                 contact person: 

Address:                                       Tel: 

Tel:                                           Seal: 

 

 

Note: The above blank must be fill in ,seal truthfully 

by  

the end-user ,(warranty period and terms ,as follow) 

Warranty: one year  
Warranty terms: 

1, failures at the warranty period In the normal State, 

In  

Accordance with the terms of this warranty,To produce the 

warranty 

card and purchase notes (photocopy), enjoy free 

maintenance service  

In the designated service center or the manufacturer. 

2, during the warranty , there will Implementation of the 

paid  

Service,as follow : 

(1) Can not show the valid warranty card 

(2) Omission,alteration or no sales shop name on the 

warranty  

Card. 

(3) The fault or damage  as the non-resistance 

(4) The fault or damage  as the transport, unloading 

(5) The fault or damage as not follow the instructions 

(6) Disassembe the light Without factory authorization 

or non-  

professionals 

(7)   Use of non-factory authorized non-matching control 

system for  

factory  

(8)   Consumables (light bulbs) 

 

 

 

3W*54 Waterproof PAR 
 

Operating instruction 
Thank you for purchasing this LED products.This LED product is noble and 

practical .It also has the features in elegant appearance , reasonable design in 

circuit, fewer-consumes in electricity， high brightness , good decoration effect 

and so on .It may use in the outdoor stage, the building, the square, the 

limestone cave’s background dyeing or making the frequency dodge effect.  

This product may use 90-250V city electricity, and are universal in the 

world  

This lamps and lanterns use 54, each power is 1W or the 3W ultra Gao 

Liang light emitter diode, and its brightness can compare with the 500 tiles 

above, and does not need to install the chromo paper or to change the chroma, 

red, green, blue color light emitter diode may mix seven mainly colors and 

several hundreds of different colors, brightness color, moreover the lamps and 

lanterns may adjust the light voluntarily, does not need the expensive silicon 

box, normal use, the light bulb life surpasses for three years.  

 When using lamps and lanterns ,it will give off heat, forbidden touching, 

against scalding, This lamps and lanterns should prevent overheated. The 

temperature should be situated between 5-45℃ when it used .After closing the 

lamps and lanterns’ power source, it should wait for several minutes untill its 

natural cooling. This lamps and lanterns must install in the well ventilating 

place. The lamp body should not cover by other goods or the package. Around 

the lamps and lanterns in 1 meter cannot lay aside any flammable, explosive or 

heating chemical  goods.  

The lamps and lanterns has the high interior tension circuit, the laymen 

please do not turn on the lamps and lanterns lid, by against electric shock.. 

Before the circular energization, please check out careful inspection lamp 

body, the power line and the poison-pen letter, insert prime, guarantees 

perfectly . If the power line damaged, it may possibly causes drain, and other 

serious accident. The laymen can not make the revision or the service work 

arbitrarily to this lamps and lanterns. If this kind of situation happened, and 

caused the adverse consequences, we don’t undertake any responsibility. 

             

 

 

 

 



一：Display panel operation 
     After turn on show system reset，press Up or DOWN，then 

press ENTER to save, return to previous menu press ESC (to return) 

 

d001 
 

 
 

d512 
 
 
 

4CHmode 

A001  A512  8CHmode 

FF01  FF99  color washlight 

CC01  CC99  color washlight 

EE01  EE99  Manual Color 

Selection 

dEoo  dEoo  Demo mode 

SoUd  SoUd  Sound modo 

二：Channel 

Channel VALUE FUNCTION 

CH1 
0 Red off 

1-255 dark to light 

CH2 
0 Green off 

1-255 dark to light 

CH3 
0 Blue off 

1-255 dark to light 

CH4 
0 White off 

1-255 dark to light 

8CH 

Channel VALUE FUNCTION 

CH1 0-255 Total dimming 

CH2 
0 Red off 

1-255 dark to light 

CH3 0 Green off 

 1-255 dark to light 

CH4 
0 Blue off 

1-255 dark to light 

CH5 
0 White off 

1-255 dark to light 

CH6 0-255 Strobe from slow to fast 

CH7 0-255 Strobe from slow to fast 

CH8 

0-2 openCH1-CH6 

3-49 stroboflash 

50-100 Color Selection procedure 

101-150 Program tachycardia 

151-200 Process transition 

201-250 Process transition 

251-255 Sound on 

三：Master- slave Set 

2 sets or over 2 sets of same lights connect by the  3 pin signal 

cable，set any one as the  host of  demonstration programs or 

gradual change other lights  set to receive address D001. 

四：Technical Referance 

    Power Source 1：AC22V/50W/120W/200W 

    Power Source 2：DC14V/50W/120W/200W 

   Power Source 3：AC24V/60W/120W/200W 

  Power Source 4：DC24V/60W/120W/200W 

   LightSource：54W/108W/180W LED 

   Channel：8个 DMX512control channels 

Sound modo，Built-in program，Master-slave control. 

Stroboscopic effect，the program selected color, color change.。 

 


